
ENGAGE    |    LEARN    |    COMPLY

amplifi (patent pending) helps customers of banks to better understand 
the legal documents they are signing.  

Providing banks with an intelligent audit trail for regulatory reporting, 
improving customer experience and mitigating against future risk.   

“Innovation with no other alternative currently available in the 
market” - FCA 



PROBLEM

BANKS ARE LOSING 
£BILLIONS EVERY YEAR
Public scrutiny on banks has never been as high as it now, this in part due to the mis-
selling scandal. 

Customers find the language within legal documents intimidating and difficult to 
understand. Therefore most people do not engage with the content but still sign to 
say they have read and understood the information.  

New and impending changes to regulation means banks will be required to ensure 
their customers better understand complex information such as the terms and 
conditions (T&C’s) when buying financial products, as well as provide adequate 
regulatory reporting to demonstrate compliance. 

Currently, there is no product solution in the marketplace that gives banks data to 
show if 1) the customer has understood the T&C’s or 2) provide dynamic content 
based on customer needs to help them engage understand and recall information 
to make an informed decision during and after the process of buying the product .

£53 Billion
Misconduct charges  

£

Regulatory pressure
MIFID II / Approach to consumers / Vulnerability / 
Duty of care / Senior Managers Regime 

£

Resourcing costs 
For handling customer enquiries and complaints 
as well as challenging regulatory charges 

Source: BBC



SOLUTION

amplifi AI enables 
deeper level of 
understanding
amplifi helps users to engage with and navigate the 
complex language of Terms & Conditions based on 
their profile.  As well as providing an intelligent audit 
trail based on user cognisance, engagement and 
action for regulatory reporting. 

amplifi can help reduce: 
- Number of complaints received  
- Resourcing required to service complaints  
- Call centre cost 
- Fines from regulators  
- Customer churn

Informing and educating 

FOR CUSTOMERS FOR CLIENTS
BENEFITS BENEFITS

Simplified sign up UX

Better level of understanding

Increased engagement

Reference library 

Smart regulatory reporting

Risk scoring

Automate tasks and follow up

Identify friction points

Improve customer outcome

Reduction on resourcing costsDynamic content based on customer needs

Simplified UX

Simplified text

Support materials

Simplified key terms



THE PROCESS

A personalised 
UX powers an 
intelligent audit 
trail
Dynamic process, based on understanding the way a 
customer is engaging with complex information  (T&C’s, 
etc).  Underpinned by cutting edge technology that 
combines Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning 
with Marketing, Behavioural Science, Game Theory and 
Psychology frameworks. 
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APPLICATION  
Profile created at the beginning of sign 
up process, based on multiple data 
points

PERSONALISED  
Digital footprint is tracked and used to 
optimise & personalise future 
communications

RECOMMEND 
Behavioural mapping and content 

recommendation based on customer 
cognisance, engagement and action

CUSTOM T&C’s  
Based on initial profile, the language 

within the document is more 
simplified to increase level of 

understanding

GUIDED PROCESS 
Content is broken down into 
manageable chunks and is dynamic 
based on user needs

6
COMPLIANCE REPORTING  

Conduct Risk Management Information 
(MI) data for compliance reporting



  

Understand

Communicate

Recall / draw-upon  
essential  

information

Weigh-up their 
options

Engagement   

Interactive  
content

Recommended  
content

Reference  
Library  

Accesible  
Information

2 way  
dialogue 

BUYING JOURNEY

Dynamic 
customer centric 
approach 
By better communicating the key aspects of terms and 
conditions based on the customer profile, amplifi makes 
the content more relevant and accessible.  The process is 
based around the individual customer needs and their 
interactions with the information being presented.  

Being more aware of the key characteristics of the 
products customers are buying enables a more informed 
decision to be made. 



£50K friends and family investment  

Global Patent Application (PTC) 

Expert Advisory Team  

Successful grant application 

Market discovery 

TRACTION

Progress to date

Today 

First paid pilot (LOI - £40k)

Direct innovation support from the FCA

Partnership - Data & Client Access (Negotiating , NDA signed)

Extensive research and feasibility discussions with industry leaders to 
establish market appetite and product market fit.  Discussions ongoing.

Innovation shortlist

Legal Support (Free)

MSc Thesis partnership (Business Analytics, Computer Science ML Bias)



INNOVATION ENDORSEMENT 

Direct Support Team Leader / Innovate / Strategy & Competition

“ We haven’t come across an 
innovation like this before 
and we haven’t seen an 
alternative that’s currently 
available in the market” 



FOUNDERS

Highly qualified, commercially minded senior marketer, with 
over 23 years experience across global markets in multiple 
sectors. 

- Innovative Facebook Chat Bot, Video platform, App - 60,000+ 
users (organic), 2M+ engagements - Salute Music  

- 5M+ revenues, first NHS Arabic site - GOSH 
- £250K+ yearly revenue stream - RIBA

MINESH PATEL 
Founder  | CEO

Highly skilled, creatively minded digital marketing and 
communications specialist. 10 Years experience within a start 
up environment. 

- Expert sales funnel digital marketer 
- 10 years start up environment  
- £200k+ MRR increase - AposTherapy

JAMIE STUART 
Co-Founder | CMO  

ADVISORS
THE TEAM

EWAN WILLARS (Shareholder) 
Finance Sector Expert Advisor 

Previously Director at the British Bankers Association and  UK Finance. 
Currently Thought Leader on digital identity, and leading on high 
profile projects for national and international clients,  including 
Governments, HMRC, corporates and FCA.

Dr ALISTAIR MOORE (Shareholder) 
AI / ML Tech Advisor 
Head of Analytics and Machine Learning at Mishcon de Reya and 
Senior teaching fellow at UCL School of Management (Predictive 
systems) and the Judge Business School, Cambridge (Proptech) Co-
founded two startups, including Satalia.

Jonathan Butterfield (Shareholder)  
Banking Sector Expert Advisor 

Senior management positions at Chase, ABN AmRo and CLS Bank 
International over a career spanning 45 years with focus on regional 
and global markets covering sales, marketing and product proposition 
development in the UK, US and Europe. 

TECH DEVELOPMENT  / ADVISORS

EGOR TOMLIN 
CTO (4xxi) 
External build support

HARPEL SINGH 
Product and UX Design 
Expertise in building/scaling FinTech SaaS

SIMON CROSS 
Senior Enterprise Security Architect 
(Top two retail bank)



MARKET

£183 Billion total revenue in 2018 Spent on compliance (minimum) 10% market share 

Source: Bloomberg

£1.83 BILLION PER YEAR 
from UK banking and Personal Wealth Management sector

Potential market opportunity of

%10
Source (1): IBIS World
Source(2): IBIS World

£

MARKET SIZE AND POTENTIAL

https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/blog/rising-compliance-costs-hurting-customers-banks-say/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiJzMSV9aziAhWPzoUKHWF8BvAQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://thenounproject.com/term/pound-coins/100640/&psig=AOvVaw0cyWawS90aMl32dA8S2Qd-&ust=1558538131322193
https://www.ibisworld.co.uk/industry-trends/market-research-reports/financial-insurance-activities/auxiliary-to-services/investment-banking-securities-brokerage.html


COMPETITION

General content engagement

amplifi stands out in the marketplace 

General user data  Behavioural  data (Biometrics)

User action content engagement

amplifi combines behavioural data with contend engagement data which makes the technology unique in the marketplace. Competitive advantage 
is gained by being first to market; driven by a team with industry expertise.



PROFESSIONALSTANDARD ENTERPRISE

BUSINESS MODEL

SaaS SUBSCRIPTION PACKAGES

A CB

amplifi operates from a SaaS based business model, with price dependent on volume of end users. 

API integration, set up and on boarding £ £££

Monthly license fee based on number of users  
First 10,000 users included 

Monthly license fee based on number of users  
First 50,000 users included 

Monthly license fee based on number of users  
First 150,000 users included

£12,000* £30,000* £60,000*

*Annual Fee



INVESTOR PROPOSTION 

We are seeking

*amplifi is EIS & SEIS approved

So we can To achieve

TECH 
DEVELOPMENT  

HEADCOUNT 

CONTINGENCY

£250K 
(pre-money 

valuation £1.75M)

Build a tech  
development team 

3 X Key Hire Inc CTO 

Legal tech support

Onboard x2 pilot partners

Launch BETA SaaS platform

Generate profitability in year two

Onboard x10 clients 

A pipeline of clients (20) for launch

Pre Seed Investment round

£750k Seed Investment round

Now

0-6 M 

0-6 M 

0-12 M 

6-12 M 

6-12 M 

18 - 24 M 

Build sales team 
1 x Key hires

£150K 
SEIS*

£100K 
EIS*

£250K - 14% Equity

OVERHEADS



MINESH PATEL 
Founder  | CEO 

minesh@amplifi.xyz

THANK YOU

JAMIE STUART 
Co - Founder  | CMO 
jamie@amplifi.xyz

FULL FINANCIALS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST


